Colibra Platform
Gain full visibility across your data landscape

The proliferation of data has put organizations in a sticky situation. On one hand, they are excited to use the vast amount of data to generate insights, but on the other hand, they have so much data that they don’t know how to access it, trust it or use it. It is hard for business users to gather accurate data and collaborate to make decisions, and it is difficult for data stewards to keep data assets and definitions up to date.

Colibra is a cloud-based platform that empowers organizations to unlock the value of their data and achieve Data Intelligence. We connect IT and the business by removing the fragmentation and complexity of traditional data management technologies. With the Colibra Platform, business users can gain visibility into their data, collaborate intelligently and build a data-centric culture among their peers. The Colibra Platform enables Data Citizens to easily access trustworthy data, automate processes, manage compliance and, ultimately, make their data meaningful.

Digital adoption is driving an explosive growth of data, creating new challenges to manage and ensure compliant use of large volumes of data. The Colibra Platform is bringing context to DNB’s complex data landscape and fuelling the shift to a data-driven organization.
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Benefits

- **Open and extensible**
  Install an open, API-first platform that the entire ecosystem can build upon and extend across use cases to accelerate innovation

- **Governance at the core**
  Leverage the platform built with data governance at the core so users can quickly and securely access trusted data

- **Secure**
  Manage the platform built for enterprise security and scale to meet your standards for reliability, privacy and compliance

- **Future raising**
  Take advantage of Collibra’s software as a service model because our platform improves over time without installations or downloads
Product Highlights

Collibra On-the-Go
Access your data anytime, anywhere with complete visibility into your business terms, technical metadata and policies right from your favorite applications or mobile devices

Collibra Connect
Integrate data sources, business applications, data quality tools, and metadata management stacks into a single responsive system

If you are interested in learning more, please visit our website and request a demo at collibra.com/request-a-demo.